verse |vərs|
noun
writing arranged with a metrical rhythm, typically having a rhyme : a lament in verse | [as adj. ] verse drama.
• a group of lines that form a unit in a poem or song; a stanza : the second verse.
• each of the short numbered divisions of a chapter in the Bible or other scripture.
• a versicle.
• archaic a line of poetry.
• a passage in an anthem for a soloist or a small group of voices.
verb [ intrans. ] archaic
speak in or compose verse; versify.
DERIVATIVES
verselet |-lət| |ˈvərslət| noun
ORIGIN Old English fers, from Latin versus ‘a turn of the plow, a furrow, a line of writing,’ from vertere ‘to turn’ ; reinforced in Middle English by Old French vers, from Latin versus.

niveous |ˈnivēəs|
adjective poetic/literary
snowy or resembling snow.
ORIGIN early 17th cent.: from Latin niveus (from nix, niv- ‘snow’ ) + -ous

interpellate |ˌintərˈpelāt; inˈtərpəˌlāt|
verb [ trans. ]
1 (in certain parliamentary systems) interrupt the order of the day by demanding an explanation from (the minister concerned).
2 Philosophy (of an ideology or discourse) bring into being or give identity to (an individual or category). [ORIGIN: from the works of Althusser.]
DERIVATIVES
interpellation |ˌintərpəˈlā sh ən| |ˈɪn(t)ərpəˈleɪʃən| |-ˈleɪʃ(ə)n| noun
interpellator |-ˌlātər| |ˈɪn(t)ərˈpɛˈleɪdər| |ənˈtərpəˈleɪdər| noun
ORIGIN late 16th cent. (in the sense [interrupt] ): from Latin interpellat- ‘interrupted (by speech),’ from the verb interpellare, from inter- ‘between’ + pellere ‘to drive.’ Sense 1 dates from the
 late 19th cent.

antecedent |ˌantəˈsēdnt|
noun
a thing or event that existed before or logically precedes another : some antecedents to the African novel might exist in Africa's oral traditions.
• ( antecedents) a person's ancestors or family and social background : her early life and antecedents have been traced.
• Grammar a word, phrase, clause, or sentence to which another word (esp. a following relative pronoun) refers.
• Logic the statement contained in the “if” clause of a conditional proposition.
• Mathematics the first term in a ratio.
adjective
preceding in time or order; previous or preexisting : the antecedent events that prompt you to break a diet.
• denoting a grammatical antecedent.
DERIVATIVES
antecedence |ˈøn(t)əˈsidns| noun
ORIGIN late Middle English : from Old French or from Latin antecedent- ‘going before,’ from antecedere, from ante ‘before’ + cedere ‘go.’

 bon mot |ˈbän ˈmō; ˌbô n ˈmō|
noun ( pl. bons mots pronunc. same or |ˈmōz|)
a witty remark.
ORIGIN mid 18th cent.: French, literally ‘good word.’

phenotype |ˈfēnəˌtīp|
noun Biology
the set of observable characteristics of an individual resulting from the interaction of its genotype with the environment.
DERIVATIVES
phenotypic |ˌfēnəˈtipik| |ˈfinəˈtɪpɪk| |-ˈtɪpɪk| adjective
phenotypical |ˌfēnəˈtipikəl| |ˈfinəˈtɪp1kəl| |-ˈtɪpɪk(ə)l| adjective
phenotypically |ˌfēnəˈtipik(ə)lē| |ˈfinəˈtɪp1k(ə)li| |-ˈtɪpɪk(ə)li| adverb
ORIGIN early 20th cent.: from German Phaenotypus (see pheno- , type ).

subterfuge |ˈsəbtərˌfyoōj|
noun
deceit used in order to achieve one's goal.
• a statement or action resorted to in order to deceive.
ORIGIN late 16th cent.: from French, or from late Latin subterfugium, from Latin subterfugere ‘escape secretly,’ from subter- ‘beneath’ + fugere ‘flee.’

fecund |ˈfekənd; ˈfē-|
adjective
producing or capable of producing an abundance of offspring or new growth; fertile : a lush and fecund garden | figurative her fecund imagination. See note at fertile .
• technical (of a woman or women) capable of becoming pregnant and giving birth.
DERIVATIVES
fecundity |feˈkəndətē; fiˈkən-| |fɛˈkəndədi| |fiˈkəndədi| |fɪˈkʌndɪti| noun
ORIGIN late Middle English : from French fécond or Latin fecundus [fruitful] .








